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THIS ARTICLE INVESTIGATES the long-held assumption that Christian educators need 
their own curriculum orientation. Seminal documents published by Philip Jackson and Harro 
Van Brummelen in the nineties are analyzed against the background of  a brief  history of  
the field of  curriculum theory. The author accepts Jackson’s conclusion that curriculum 
theorists and classroom teachers are generally confused about the true nature of  curriculum 
orientations and about the way curriculum reform takes place. Jackson’s own understanding 
of  curriculum orientations raises the bar of  curriculum reform from the mere substitution of  
one conceptual model for another to the preference of  one way of  life over all others.

The investigation reveals that Van Brummelen’s presentation of  an alternative Christian 
curriculum orientation both rises above Jackson’s critique and is vulnerable to it. Education 
for Discipleship is a highly evolved alternative curriculum orientation; nevertheless, its im-
plementation is limited to a learning community actualizing a biblical world and life point 
of  view from a conceptual model to actual practice. This investigation suggests that substan-
tive curriculum reform requires two-way traffic along the conduit of  influence that connects 
faith, theoretic frameworks, curricular practice, and community life experience.

Keywords: Philip Jackson, Harro Van Brummelen, discipleship, curriculum 
orientation

Introduction

In his Steppingstones to Curriculum: A Biblical Path, Harro Van Brummelen (2002) 
outlines a biblical approach to curriculum development. He hopes this approach 
will empower Christian educators to “address the superficiality of  modern culture” 
and “implement programs that encourage their students to become responsive and 
responsible disciples of  the Lord Jesus Christ” (p. vii). Although Van Brummelen 
seems reluctant to coin a name for the Christian orientation to curriculum that he 
describes in Steppingstones, in this article I will refer to it as “Education for Disci-
pleship.” This phrase has its origins in a speech given by Nicholas Wolterstorff  
in 1966 (Wolterstorff, 2002, pp. 17–31) and in the Joy in Learning curriculum 
project (De Graaff  & Olthuis, 1968).

Van Brummelen contributed to several works that form a bridge between these 
origins and the first edition of  Steppingstones, which appeared in 1994 (Van Brum-
melen, 1988, 2008; DeBoer, Van Brummelen, Blomberg, Koole, & Stronks, 1993; 
Stronks & Blomberg, 1993). This corpus of  Reformed literature1 has promoted 
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Education for Discipleship as an alternative approach to curriculum development 
for the Christian school movement.

Among the assumptions that form the foundation for Steppingstones, the follow-
ing are of  particular interest for this article: (a) Christian educators must choose 
a curriculum orientation (p. 23); (b) all established curriculum orientations are 
grounded in a secular worldview framework (pp. 26–36); (c) when Christian edu-
cators adopt one of  these available curriculum orientations or mix together ele-
ments from several of  them, these orientations will not consistently support their 
“own beliefs about the nature, purpose, and practice of  education” (p. 36); (d) to 
ensure their teaching remains true to these beliefs, Christian educators need a bib-
lically grounded curriculum orientation (p. 36); (e) Steppingstones outlines just such 
a Christian curriculum orientation in the form of  Education for Discipleship.

For more than five decades, the reasoning expressed in Van Brummelen’s book 
has animated many Christian educators and scholars, especially those associated 
with the Reformed tradition. Their teaching careers have been driven by the 
compelling logic that the curriculum is never neutral; every school program is 
animated by a world and life view; and Christian education must showcase at the 
very least a biblically based curriculum. If  Van Brummelen’s assumptions are cor-
rect, then his book announces a defining moment in the history of  the Christian 
school movement—namely, the emergence of  a Christian curriculum orientation 
that can stand up to the spectrum of  secular approaches that have defined the 
field.

Nearly fifteen years have passed since the first publication of  Steppingstones, and 
it seems appropriate now to address two strategic questions: (1) Do Christian edu-
cators really want their own Christian curriculum orientation? (2) Has Education 
for Discipleship matured into a curriculum orientation? Both questions cannot 
be meaningfully addressed in the scope of  a single article, so I will concentrate 
primarily on the first one. I plan to tackle the second question more fully in a 
subsequent publication.

The stakes have always been high for the adherents of  Education for Disci-
pleship. Unlike the progressivists, neo-humanists, and postmodernists who have 
tried to implement nontraditional curricular agendas, and in stark contrast to fel-
low Christian educators who seek moral and theological fixes for the traditional 
public school curriculum, educators like Van Brummelen want to find a third way, 
anchored in their deep conviction that Christian educators need their own, Chris-
tian curriculum orientation. Ironically, the underlying assumptions that motivate 
the proponents of  Education for Discipleship are remarkably similar to those 
that inspire nontraditional secular points of  view. The possible ramifications of  
this and the fact that they emerged at the same time have received virtually no 
scrutiny to date.

Since the late 1960s the idea that educators must adopt or invent a curriculum 
orientation that is right for their particular educational vision has resonated with 
virtually all school reformers who seek substantive curriculum changes. Jackson 
(1992) summarized this popular line of  thought with the following syllogism:

(1) An important decision about where one stands with respect to the 
curriculum has to be made by everyone; (2) most other people have 
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already made up their minds about such matters; (3) to be like most 
people one had better hurry up and join one or another of  these 
communities of  belief  or else forge one’s own convictions from a 
combination of  those available. (p. 17)

Does it matter that Christian school educators decided they should have their 
own curriculum orientation at the same time? It is difficult to imagine that the 
two events are disconnected, but does a link between them diminish the justifica-
tion of  either? I would argue that the ubiquitous and straightforward nature of  
this logic justifies the pursuit of  alternative curriculum orientations regardless 
of  one’s faith or philosophical perspective. That conclusion strengthens, rather 
than raising suspicions about, Christian educators’ case for needing a curriculum 
orientation of  their own.

There is a problem, however: this popular way of  thinking is seriously flawed. 
According to Jackson (1992), it is driven by a confusion that originates with the 
scholars who first alerted us to a spectrum of  viable curriculum orientations in 
the field—the same one outlined by Van Brummelen in Steppingstones. Not only 
is their understanding of  curriculum orientations clouded, argues Jackson, these 
scholars seem oblivious to how curriculum designs actually get implemented at 
the school level.

If  Jackson is correct, and the assumptions made by Christian and public school 
curriculum reformers alike are derived from the flawed thinking of  a small group 
of  curriculum theorists who defined the field for us in terms of  contending philo-
sophical positions, then the rationale for constructing an alternative Christian 
curriculum orientation may not be valid and Education for Discipleship may be 
misunderstood. To test for this possibility, this article explores Jackson’s critique 
of  curriculum orientations and initiates an analysis of  both Jackson’s and Van 
Brummelen’s alternative perspectives. Before we embark on this investigation, we 
need to briefly review the origins of  curriculum orientations.

The Dawn of Curriculum Orientations

In the simplest of  terms the field of  curriculum development divides into tra-
ditional and nontraditional perspectives, the status quo position and the reform 
position. Early on, traditional curriculum referred to the formal academic rational-
ism of  the old liberal arts. Its humanist proponents sought to preserve disciplinary 
reasoning and the best elements of  Western culture it had produced. Its archrival 
was the new child-development approach championed by the Progressive Edu-
cation Association (PEA; 1919–1955). Despite the efforts of  people as notable 
as John Dewey and Franklin Bobbitt to find common ground, the traditional 
and progressive orientations in curriculum development were generally viewed 
as poles that marked opposite ends of  the educational spectrum. More and more 
educators became convinced that they could not be both traditional and progres-
sive at the same time and realized the need to choose between them.

The dominant conflict between these two perspectives cannot capture the com-
plexity of  the paradigm shift brought about by progressivism in the first quarter 
of  the twentieth century. According to Cremin (1961), school improvement for 
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progressive educators meant all of  the following:

First, it meant broadening the program and function of  the school to 
include direct concern for health, vocation, and the quality of  family 
and community life.
Second, it meant applying in the classroom the pedagogical principles 
derived from new scientific research in psychology and the social 
sciences.
Third, it meant tailoring instruction more and more to the different 
kinds and classes of  children who were brought within the purview 
of  the school.
Finally, progressivism implied the radical faith that culture could be 
democratized without being vulgarized, the faith that everyone could 
share not only in the benefits of  the new sciences but in the pursuit 
of  the arts as well. (pp. viii–ix)

Cremin alerts us to two key developments that are often overlooked: first, 
progressivism in education was never limited to the child-centred agenda of  the 
PEA, and second, a form of  progressive thinking replaced the formal liberal arts 
curriculum as the traditional pole. According to Connelly (2008, p. 523), these 
facts are still not well-known even in curriculum literature.

Although the proponents of  progressivism shared the common goal of  crea-
tive self-expression over against traditional authority structures, their paths toward 
achieving this goal were also divisive: the administrative progressives felt progress 
ultimately resided with scientifically managed social reform as demonstrated in 
the application of  efficiency to industry, pedagogical progressives located it in 
unfettered personal development, and others sought this freedom in democratic 
social renewal.

Scientific engineering eventually emerged as the dominant progressive impulse. 
This view was officially adopted by the National Education Association (1857 to 
present) in direct opposition to the PEA. The NEA’s Department of  Superin-
tendents looked to this scientific approach to improve curricular efficiency by 
eliminating nonessentials, improving teaching methods, and organizing courses 
to conform to our knowledge of  child development.

The purpose of  education is to insure the acquisition of  “those hab-
its, skills, knowledge, ideals, and prejudices which must be made the 
common property of  all, that each may be an efficient member of  a 
progressive democratic society, possessing the power of  self-support 
and self-direction, the capacity and disposition for cooperative effort, 
and, if  possible, the ability to direct others in positions of  responsi-
bility requiring administrative capacity.” (Cremin, 1961, p. 193)

Administrative progressives imagined the curriculum maker (usually not the 
classroom teacher) as a great engineer whose job it was “to classify and detail the 
full range of  human experience with a view to building a curriculum that would 
prepare for it.” (Cremin, 1961, p. 196)

In the most common arrangement of  curriculum orientations that has mate-
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rialized, these three progressive impulses for human emancipation are combined 
with the academic rationalism of  traditional liberal education to function as four 
pillars that hold up the contemporary educational edifice. Indicative of  the over-
riding influence of  progressivism, the scientific management impulse replaced the 
formalism of  the liberal arts as the new status quo. Thus, the traditional vs. non-
traditional battle over curriculum development evolved into a struggle between 
two progressive priorities: social efficiency and unencumbered human develop-
ment. Schools experienced this shift in traditional curriculum development away 
from academic rationalism as a transition from teaching content to teaching proc-
ess, from transmitting knowledge to developing problem-solving skills, and from 
learning perennial truths to mastering measurable learning objectives. On the 
nontraditional side, the remaining two progressive impulses vied for supremacy. 
Here the self-actualizing, learner-focused personal development orientation out-
shone the social reform agenda, which advocated for a more cooperative learning 
model and subject content aimed at the common social needs of  all.

We typically find two traditional approaches pitted against two nontraditional 
approaches. On each side of  this polarity, one orientation wields considerably 
more power than the other, “curriculum as technology” generating the most over-
all influence. See chart 1 below.

Chart 1: Today’s Major Curriculum Orientations

TRADITIONAL ORIENTATIONS NONTRADITIONAL ORIENTATIONS

Major (Progressive) Orientation Major (Progressive) Orientation

Minor Orientation Minor (Progressive) Orientation

CURRICULUM AS TECHNOLOGY
Progress via scientific engineering

(Most dominant of  all four)

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
Progress via unfettered growth

ACADEMIC RATIONALISM
Traditional study of  disciplines

SOCIAL REFORM
Progress via societal reconstruction

Of  course, the situation at the school level is never as neat and tidy as it ap-
pears in this chart. For example, the social reform approach has made its greatest 
impact in the area of  naming educational goals. Academic rationalism continues 
to provide us with our most common curriculum arrangement—learning remains 
largely organized around subject disciplines and academic fields of  study. The 
personal development orientation calls for a curriculum that provides personally 
satisfying experiences; it dominates our current thinking about pedagogy (e.g., 
the popular mantra that we teach to all learning styles). But the curriculum-as-
technology approach has trumped them all. Billed as a versatile instrument will-
ing and able to address the goals of  any educational philosophy, it is the perennial 
favourite orientation of  governments and other bodies typically “preoccupied 
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with the development of  means to achieve prespecified ends” (Eisner & Vallance, 
1974, p. 49). To quote Jackson (1992), this traditional orientation “seems less in-
terested in where the schools are going or should go than in how effectively and 
efficiently they are getting there” (p. 15).

To understand the staying power of  the dominant orientation, consider that 
most educators who favour the status quo do not recognize curriculum as tech-
nology as an orientation at all. To them, the scientific approach to management 
is simply the neutral, normal, and natural way to operate a school: curriculum 
improvement means getting a better grip on problems through the application of  
science. They imagine the central problem to be connecting theory and practice. 
However, curriculum as technology has its own bias; it provides the philosophical 
foundations for essentialist education, the back-to-basics movement, and mastery 
learning, all of  which promote an objectives-based curriculum of  the kind epito-
mized by Ralph Tyler (1949). Currently, this hyper-rational orientation is par-
ticularly formative in the areas of  lesson planning and student assessment, where 
lesson planning is commensurate with matching learning events to measurable 
outcomes and evaluation of  student work is equated with assessment of  learning 
rather than assessment for learning.

The slow progress of  real curricular transformation represents a major theme in 
historical surveys of  curriculum development in North America. Despite significant 
efforts to initiate curriculum reforms, pendulum swings away from the curriculum-
as-technology approach have been short-lived. In stark contrast to Jackson’s big 
concern over the sense of  urgency that compels educators to choose between cur-
riculum orientations, many reformers are perplexed by the fact that so few teachers 
actually make this choice (Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery, & Taubman, 1995, p. 863).

The perennial resistance of  classroom teachers and administrators to major cur-
ricular reform is difficult to comprehend, but a helpful insight into this mystery 
can be found in Prakash and Waks (1985). Their article addresses conceptions of  
excellence rather than curriculum orientations, but direct parallels exist between 
their four perspectives on excellence and the curriculum orientations outlined in 
chart 1. Prakash and Waks coined the phrase “additive approach” to describe the 
manner in which educators construct their views of  educational excellence. Their 
research showed that each successive concept of  excellence that came along of-
fered a more inclusive synthesis of  the previously held perspectives.

“Additive approach” aptly describes how most educators habitually implement 
their curriculum. In schools everywhere, educators offer little resistance to exter-
nal demands to combine multiple agendas, even those that are mutually exclusive 
in at least some areas. For example, they adhere to the rhetoric of  a child-centred, 
individualized, and humanist pedagogy that promotes a constructivist definition 
of  learning, while they simultaneously try to implement an essentialist theory of  
curriculum characterized by the acquisition of  predetermined, measurable learn-
ing outcomes for all students. Instead of  choosing between the major curriculum 
orientations, teachers are in the habit of  uncritically combining elements from all 
of  them. This pervasive and mostly unreflective process of  adding up popular 
perspectives is indicative of  the pragmatic, instrumentalist nature of  the dominant 
curriculum-as-technology orientation.
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Connelly (2008) updates what has happened in the world of  curriculum in-
quiry since Jackson’s handbook appeared in 1992. He says the field appears to be 
even more confused than Jackson perceived; among the telltale signs is the extent 
to which the pedagogical progressive voice has been marginalized to rhetoric. A 
new tone of  tolerance has evolved that softens the passion and intensity of  earlier 
writings. He interprets the following observations about the current state of  the 
curriculum field as positive indicators:

the disappearance of  curriculum theory courses in curriculum and 
instruction departments; fragmentation and diversity in the field (seen 
as a good thing); the observation that curriculum theory writing was 
richer than ever while its influence was lower than it had ever been; 
the observation that there is no canon, no set of  core knowledge 
or expertise in curriculum; the observation that there is growth in a 
diversity of  directions as curriculum writers explore their personal 
interests; the thought that there is no collective we in curriculum; and 
the hope that the field might renew itself  to deal more adequately 
with United States education and, at the same time, be more relevant 
and sensitive to curriculum globally in a way that accounts for the 
needs of  people in different countries. (p. 524)

In the new environment that Connelly describes, “theoretical writers [are] pay-
ing more attention to practical matters and practical writers [are] turning to theo-
retical explanations” (p. 526). Connelly’s assessment of  the situation indicates just 
how entrenched the additive approach has become. With extreme voices muffled 
and tolerance (i.e., eclecticism) accentuated, curriculum reform remains firmly in-
side the curriculum-as-technology box.

We can summarize the big picture of  curriculum perspectives this way: early 
curriculum theorists presented us with a “take all of  this and none of  that” choice 
based on their recognition of  incompatible and foundational differences between 
the existing major curriculum orientations. In reality, teachers have adopted 
the additive approach, which attempts to combine multiple and often conflict-
ing agendas without any apparent criteria to guide this process. When reformers 
pause from their efforts to bring about curricular reform to take stock of  the cur-
rent situation, they face this constant reality: the onslaught of  progressivism on 
our schools during the past century has resulted in the entrenchment of  the cur-
riculum-as-technology approach, which limits reform to technical improvements 
within an eclectic, pragmatic environment.

The spectrum of  traditional and nontraditional curriculum orientations offers 
only dead-end roads for Christian educators like Van Brummelen. These orienta-
tions lack the vision and dynamism required to actualize a biblical framework for 
curriculum development. When faced with this set of  choices, these educators 
dedicated their careers to the development of  a Christian curriculum orientation. 
It remains to be seen if  their commitment to start over from a biblical orienta-
tion to life safeguards them from the general confusion surrounding the need to 
choose an alternative conceptual model and the more prevalent habit of  serving 
all the would-be curriculum masters.
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Jackson’s Critique of Curriculum Conceptions

Let us now examine Jackson’s critique to see if  any of  it is instructive for the 
promoters of  Education for Discipleship. Clearly, Jackson (1992) does not deny 
the existence of  different curriculum perspectives or the evidence that points to 
their irreconcilable differences.

There are logical incompatibilities between and among certain of  the 
positions as well. It is impossible, for example, to be content with the 
curriculum as it stands (i.e., be a conservative) and also want to see it 
change (i.e., be a reformer of  either of  the two types). The two posi-
tions are mutually exclusive. Similarly, there is no way that one may be 
chiefly concerned with adjusting the curriculum to the needs of  the 
individual learner and at the same time be chiefly concerned with us-
ing the schools to effect major social changes…. There are psychologi-
cal as well as logical barriers to adopting certain combinations of  the 
four positions…. Someone who assigned prime importance to mat-
ters of  efficiency would not be expected to be keenly concerned with 
fitting the curriculum to the needs of  individual students. (p. 17)

Recognizing this makes Jackson sympathetic toward teachers who feel they 
should choose the one curriculum conception best suited to themselves. But he 
insists this decision does not have to be made by everyone, and in fact, most 
teachers don’t. Jackson rejects the supposed logical necessity for choosing a per-
sonal curriculum conception that is promoted by the very scholars who give us 
the big picture of  the field. Assumptions like these, he contends, are derived from 
flawed thinking and confusion (p. 3). He argues that two key areas are particularly 
misunderstood: what curriculum conceptions are and the way curricular reform 
actually happens.

According to Jackson, curriculum theorists make a fundamental mistake because 
they think of  curriculum conceptions as abstract models from which concrete ex-
amples of  curriculum writing can be derived. For them, curriculum conceptions 
are busy with the construction of  general theories and principles of  curriculum 
development. Jackson does not use the word reductionism, but this seems to be the 
problem. This fundamental error allows one to think that curriculum conceptions 
are fixed positions from which to gaze on curricular affairs. From this error accrue 
a host of  misunderstandings, false choices, and bad assumptions.

By reducing curriculum conceptions to the status of  a theoretic abstraction, 
we are tempted into thinking “that the choice presented to us is between a defini-
tion, a point of  view, or a way of  working that is true sub specie aeternitatis, and 
one that is not” (p. 4). As theories, curriculum conceptions are never true in that 
ontological sense. Certainly, they are described to us in writing that is rhetorically 
persuasive, Jackson observes. But “confusion arises when we fail to acknowledge 
their rhetorical status or when their authors seek to disguise that fact from us or 
when someone tries to persuade us to take actions that are unnecessary or impos-
sible” (p. 14).

Reductionism also leads us into wrongly thinking of  curriculum conceptions 
as “pure types” (p. 18). In fact, these conceptions lack both uniformity and coher-
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ence. Curriculum conceptions do not conflict with each other on all fronts, Jack-
son points out. Nor do they all take a position on every issue. Thus, it is wrong 
to think one’s orientation can do everything or to suppose that by adopting one 
orientation all the others have nothing to offer.

The fallout from adhering to a reductionist understanding of  curriculum con-
ceptions includes the false notion that people take them on as names for them-
selves. Jackson admits, “Prominent authors, both past and present, come readily 
to mind.” But, he argues, their individual positions are always “limited in scope” 
compared to the orientation linked to them.

What I do insist, however, is that the four (or five) perspectives do not 
hold up as being genuinely inhabitable—all natural proclivities and 
stereotypes notwithstanding. Few, if  any people, living or dead, turn 
out to be occupants of  these abstract positions, and for good reason, 
which is that the positions as usually presented are insufficiently con-
textualized and situated. In a word, they are too academic. (p. 18)

Jackson does not fault curriculum conceptions for being theoretic in nature, 
but he does criticize theorists who claim too much for these approaches: they are 
not unique, comprehensive, coherent positions that offer alternative perspectives 
on all fronts; their truth is not above reproach and no one adheres to any of  them 
exclusively. I think he is accusing curriculum conceptions of  pretending to be 
worldview frameworks, although he does not use this language.

Jackson challenges the reformer’s assumption that classroom teachers can and 
do construct their own curriculum. What really happens, states Jackson, is that 
“most teachers and administrators inherit a curriculum when they accept their 
jobs and there is relatively little they can do to modify or change it” (pp. 17–18). 
We are very “psychologically naive,” Jackson observes, to think that beginning 
teachers can construct their own positions. “Whatever choices there are about 
such matters have probably already been made long before the descriptions were 
ever encountered” (p. 18).

Curriculum theorists are doubly confused if  they think curricular reform be-
gins with a well-developed theoretic model that, if  cultivated properly, can be 
successfully implemented. Jackson states: “Hardly anyone sits down and says, ‘I 
think I need an overall point of  view with respect to curriculum. Let’s see, shall 
I adopt one that is already made or should I make up my own?’” (p. 19). Instead, 
the more likely way it goes

is for a person to become excited or puzzled or annoyed about an 
educational issue of  some magnitude and in the process of  trying 
to articulate his or her views on that issue, a process that may take a 
long time and may endure a number of  setbacks and even reversals 
of  opinion, something like an enduring perspective on a variety of  
issues begins to emerge. (p. 19)

Jackson even rules out the possibility that classroom teachers can self-con-
sciously construct “a composite view made up of  a little of  this and a little of  
that.” Most educators lack the criteria required to decide what to keep or the 
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know-how to assemble these disparate parts into a unified approach to curriculum 
development (p. 19).

Fully explicated, Jackson’s argument leaves us with a huge question: If  cur-
riculum orientations are mere theoretic abstractions, if  none are pure types, if  
no one actually embodies these orientations, if  classroom educators do not have 
the capacity to either choose or construct an authentic curriculum orientation for 
themselves, and if  the status quo at any given time consists of  a complex amal-
gam of  both compatible and conflicting ideas that slowly coalesces into a more 
or less stable and consistent approach to curriculum through a process that seems 
to stand outside the control of  any group of  education stakeholders—then does 
the term “curriculum conception” mean anything, and can anyone really reform 
their school curriculum by adopting a new one?

Jackson seems keen on letting us know what curriculum conceptions are not, 
but he offers little in the way of  constructing a proper understanding of  what 
they really are. We get but one glimpse at his own interpretation when he says a 
curriculum conception represents something akin to “a way of  life shared by a 
company of  believers who form a loosely knit social network of  the kind that lit-
erary critic Stanley Fish speaks of  as ‘an interpretive community’” (p. 19). Jackson 
outlines the nature of  an interpretive community as follows:

Each such community has, as it were, its “party line,” which includes 
a broadly sanctioned set of  beliefs; a body of  writings, some of  
which may attain near-canonical status; and a cluster of  well-known 
personages, some of  whom may be highly revered and looked on as 
spokespersons for the group as a whole whereas others are spoken 
of  as “the enemy.” These communities almost always have a special 
vocabulary, if  not a full-fledged language, complete with buzzwords 
that have a special meaning and significance within the community 
that they do not have outside of  it. (pp. 19–20)

Among Jackson’s many insights in his seminal article, I find this one to be the 
most profound and, ironically, the most overlooked. In a few brief  statements 
Jackson suggests that a curriculum conception incorporates a way of  being in the 
world for a particular community of  believers; this orientation includes an inter-
pretation of  reality, a conceptual framework for producing curriculum, and the 
curricular products themselves. Jackson’s definition raises the bar of  curriculum 
reform even higher than it was for the curriculum theorists he critiques. Curricu-
lum reform is not a matter of  substituting one theory for another, but the adop-
tion of  a preferred way of  life. The problem with most curriculum conceptions 
is they are just that, concepts. What Jackson needs is a different term; he needs a 
term like Van Brummelen’s “curriculum orientation.”

The Implications for Education for Discipleship

Based on my thirty-two years of  experience as a Christian school educator and 
curriculum developer, I have little to say in rebuttal to Jackson’s critique. I find 
his argument persuasive on all fronts. The question now is, Have the advocates of  
Education for Discipleship misunderstood the nature of  curriculum orientations 
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and underestimated their own ability to bring about curricular reform, or have 
they managed to circumvent the general confusion and malaise?

Considering the breadth and depth of  Steppingstones and its wealth of  real 
classroom examples, I firmly believe that Van Brummelen and Reformed educa-
tors like him are not as confused as the curriculum theorists Jackson has taken to 
task, and they are much more intentional and reflective about curriculum reform 
than Jackson’s classroom teacher. Unlike Jackson, who seems to have paid only 
cursory attention to the true nature of  curriculum orientations, Van Brummelen 
has spent a lifetime thinking about little else. It is fascinating to me that both edu-
cators think the dominant curriculum orientations have too much status, but for 
quite different reasons: Jackson finds them too theoretic, Van Brummelen thinks 
they are too secular (2002, p. 49).

Although they inhabit very different universes of  discourse, I find Jackson 
and Van Brummelen have compatible if  not overlapping understandings about 
the true nature of  a curriculum orientation. But something unexpected comes to 
the surface upon closer scrutiny. Jackson talks about the expression “curriculum 
conception” as the way of  life for a community of  belief, while Van Brummelen 
defines “curriculum orientation” in terms of  a worldview perspective:

A curriculum orientation (sometimes called a curriculum platform) 
sets out:
• Basic worldview assumptions and how these suggest an overall vision 

for education
• A view of  knowledge and of  the person, and how these affect classroom 

learning and teaching, and how we go about planning programs
• The general aims of  the curriculum.
The purpose of  a curriculum orientation is to provide a school, a 
department, or a teacher with a clear sense of  direction for an educa-
tional program. (p. 25)

It seems to me that when alone, the definitions put forward by Jackson and 
Van Brummelen are lacking. Jackson’s definition does not give credit to world-
view context and the importance of  fleshing out a philosophy of  curriculum 
that consistently links the learning community’s beliefs with its way of  life. His 
curriculum orientation seems to be solely dependent on living a particular way. 
Perhaps Jackson’s aversion to worldview development stems from his concern 
over our habit of  making too much of  theorizing. Van Brummelen’s definition 
does not take into account the significant fact that the way learning communities 
live also shapes the curriculum. This oversight is puzzling given that his Christian 
curriculum orientation is named for a particular way of  living called discipleship. 
It appears that he assumes too much on this point.

The more I read in Steppingstones, the more it seems to me that Van Brumme-
len shares in the confusion over curriculum conceptions, but not quite the same 
way that Jackson describes. Clearly, Van Brummelen is not primarily interested in 
choosing the one best model for curriculum development. For him, the central is-
sue is not about what stuff  or skills students need to learn, or how we can achieve 
our objectives most efficiently, or how we can mentor students to construct their 
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own meaning; rather, it is the way of  life toward which the curriculum orients 
students: the life of  discipleship. Christian schools need a Christian curriculum 
orientation because none of  the available ones guide a learning community into a 
life that seeks to follow Christ. Van Brummelen quotes Newbigin (1983) in this 
regard:

Christian discipleship is a following of  Jesus in the power of  his 
risen life on the way which he went. That way is neither the way of  
purely interior spiritual pilgrimage, nor is it the way of  realpolitik or 
the creation of  a new social order. It goes the way Jesus went, right 
into the heart of  the world’s business and politics, with a claim that 
is both promising and vulnerable. It looks for a world of  justice and 
peace, not as a product of  its own action but as the gift of  God…. 
Such discipleship will be concerned equally in the private and in the 
public spheres…. It will provide occasions for the creation of  visible 
signs of  the invisible kingship of  God. (p. 37, cited in Van Brum-
melen, 2002, p. 56)

The strong emphasis on the life of  discipleship in Steppingstones suggests that 
Van Brummelen understands Jackson’s insight into the true nature of  curriculum 
orientations, perhaps even better than Jackson himself. But in addition to his one-
sided definition, the book’s table of  contents, too, implies that Van Brummelen 
imagines curriculum reform primarily as a progression from ideas to action. The 
first two chapters introduce the reader to the many facets of  curriculum develop-
ment and raise the need for developing a Christian curriculum orientation. Six of  
the remaining seven chapters flesh out a conceptual model.

The model begins with the development of  a worldview in chapter three. Van 
Brummelen says, “A worldview is a comprehensive framework of  basic convic-
tions about life. Worldviews embrace what we believe about the nature and pur-
pose of  reality, human beings, knowledge, and life in society” (p. 49). At the heart 
of  Education for Discipleship, Van Brummelen describes a worldview anchored 
in central biblical themes such as the creation mandate, the great commandment, 
and the great commission. These themes function as directives that guide and 
shape the curriculum. The emphasis is always that we have to believe and under-
stand before we can practice. There is no acknowledgement that living the life of  
discipleship is equally significant in shaping a learning community’s understand-
ing and curricular development.

Upon this worldview foundation the next two chapters build a curriculum 
framework consisting of  biblical perspectives on knowledge, the structure of  
reality, curriculum organization, the nature of  a person, and learning. The de-
scription of  this conceptual edifice is impressive as Van Bummelen nails together 
insights taken from the Scriptures and theories he finds consistent with them.

In chapter six Van Brummelen argues that it is not enough to have biblical 
convictions and a well-developed conceptual framework. Curriculum making re-
quires expertise and hard work at the classroom level, but more than that, “as they 
plan the curriculum, schools and teachers must take into account the economic, 
social, political, cultural and religious context of  their supporting community” 
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(p. 164). Curriculum planning is much more than a technical process for Van 
Brummelen. He identifies three spheres of  contextual influences, but the life of  
discipleship is not to be found among them.

Next, Van Brummelen looks into the heart of  curriculum planning, which re-
volves around a nine-step model for writing units of  study. Key to this section is 
the concept of  the integral unit: “An integral unit has a clear thematic focus with 
internal unity, external consistency, and meaningful links to related subject disci-
plines. Your personal curriculum orientation and aims find expression particularly 
in the design of  integral units” (p. 198). These integral units are not limited to 
certain religious or sacred topics in our experience. In chapter eight, Van Brum-
melen makes the point that “a balanced curriculum includes content that deals 
with all aspects of  reality” (p. 229).

In the final chapter, Van Brummelen addresses the critical need for visionary 
leadership, for he is all too aware of  the dangers of  eclecticism (the additive ap-
proach). There are “no simple formulas” for bringing about a new curriculum ori-
entation like Education for Discipleship. At the school level, curriculum change 
requires “a clear vision” from the whole school community. The school needs to 
exhibit a “culture that supports transformation,” and teachers must “serve as curricu-
lum leaders” following the example of  Jesus, who modeled what servant leadership 
means (p. 249). This comes very close to saying what I have suggested is missing.

At the end of  this investigation, I remain convinced that Christian educators 
like Van Brummelen need their own curriculum orientation, but it appears Educa-
tion for Discipleship is partially ensnared by the confusion Jackson so forcefully 
critiques insofar as the conduit that connects faith, curriculum theory, curriculum 
implementation, and discipleship living contains one-way traffic only, the influ-
ence from theory to practice. For all the talk about the life of  discipleship, Van 
Brummelen does not demonstrate how this way of  life shapes curriculum at the 
school level. He has done much to construct a theoretic model that is consistent 
with the biblical portrait of  Christian discipleship, but little exploration has been 
done on the way living as disciples also shapes a school’s curriculum orientation.

Do Christian educators need their own curriculum orientation? The adherents 
of  Education for Discipleship certainly do. But a new question arises: Do Chris-
tian educators really want their own curriculum orientation if  it means imple-
menting more than a new curriculum design? Perhaps the fundamental problem 
with curriculum reform is not the entrenchment of  the curriculum-as-technology 
approach but rather the requirement that a learning community needs to live its 
life to the beat of  a different drummer. Van Brummelen’s Steppingstones already 
offers excellent evidence that Education for Discipleship has come of  age as an 
alternative “curriculum conception.” Future investigations into the maturation of  
Education for Discipleship as a “curriculum orientation” must surely look beyond 
the conceptualization and implementation of  a biblically informed curriculum 
model to see how the life of  discipleship lived by the learning community shapes 
the curricular experience of  students.

Notes

1 The Reformed tradition referred to in this article is embodied at the school level by 
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an organization called Christian Schools International (CSI) based in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, originally known as the National Union of  Christian Schools. In recent 
years, the three Canadian districts of  CSI reorganized to form Christian Schools 
Canada. The Canadian schools have provided most of  the impetus for developing 
Education for Discipleship at the elementary and secondary levels. At the post-sec-
ondary level educators from Christian institutions in both Canada and the United 
States have made important contributions. To my knowledge, Education for Disci-
pleship expresses the most comprehensive, dynamic, and coherent vision of  Chris-
tian education thus far produced by the contemporary Christian school movement. 
Van Brummelen tends to use the phrase “Education for Responsive Discipleship” in 
his writings.
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